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| An electro-permanent magnet loads a steel slab.
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Because of the need to quickly load and unload steel slabs, a new technological concept had to
be developed for lifting loads. Given the same requirements, such as being able to unload 36-ton slabs,
electropermanent magnets offer a number of advantages over conventional electromagnets and chains.
These include the fact that they do not require either environmentally damaging backup batteries or
the use of dunnage in an integrated logistic chain. And thanks to savings in weight, the magnets can
significantly reduce crane costs. Other, non-monetary benefits affect occupational safety and environmental protection.

The loading and unloading of slabs in ports

solution that would meet several different criteria. This was done in

The importance of slab transport at ThyssenKrupp will increase in

the context of a complete assessment of the logistics chain as an

the future, particularly as a result of the ‘Herkules’ project and the

element in the so-called ‘Herkules Project’. The requirements the

new steel plants in Brazil and the United States. At these locations,

system had to meet are described in more detail below.

the slabs have to be loaded onto ships before they can be transported further. Slabs weighing up to 36 tons each have to be loaded

Elimination of dunnage

onto ships in Brazil and reloaded onto inland waterway vessels after

Eliminating dunnage means that the slabs must now be placed

reaching the ports of Rotterdam, Netherlands, or Mobile, Alabama.

directly on top of one another. However, since this does not leave any

Once these inland waterway vessels have reached their destination

space between the slabs, chains and cables can no longer be used

harbors, the slabs are again unloaded so that they can be transported

for unloading. This lack of dunnage also enables an increase in the

to other locations for further processing. This entire logistics chain

packing density. As a result, force can only be brought to bear on

can only be optimized if all of the port facilities work according to

the slabs from above. Because dunnage no longer has to be inserted

similar principles. Magnet technology offers a quick and convenient

or removed and disposed of, work times and resource needs can be

solution for achieving this goal.

significantly reduced.

At the end of 2007 a subsidiary of ThyssenKrupp Steel, Eisenbahn
und Häfen GmbH, asked the ThyssenKrupp Magnettechnik business

All of the wood-handling work is no longer required. Naturally,
these benefits can only be achieved if dunnage and chains are no

unit of ThyssenKrupp Schulte to develop a system for the rapid

longer used at any points along the entire logistics chain. Should such

unloading of slabs. Although an electromagnetic solution with a

work be required at any point, then these advantages are lost. The

mechanical underpinning already existed, the client wanted a simpler

only ways of enabling the elimination of dunnage that come into

yet safer solution using permanent magnets. ThyssenKrupp Magnet-

consideration are either electromagnetic solutions with mechanical

technik was asked to enhance this concept and develop an effective

underpinning or permanent magnetic systems.
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Reduction of unloading times

properties. These parameters can only be accurately recorded by

Because cycle times should not exceed three minutes, systems

means of a magnetic flux measurement, which can be compared to

using mechanical underpinnings were assessed negatively, since the

the measurement of an electric current. When measuring an electric

opening and closing of their hydraulic lifting grabs alone consumed

current, the current is always the same throughout the entire electrical

one-third of this time. Another disadvantage of mechanical under-

circuit, no matter where the measurement is taken. This is achieved

pinning is that the lateral extension of the yoke becomes significantly

in a magnetic circuit by measuring the magnetic flux.

longer, creating a blocking element which can damage the slab or
the side of the ship.

The required level of safety is achieved through the control system
and the associated processes which were approved by the employer’s

Another factor that would lead to a loss of time was the use of

liability insurance association. This made it possible to dispense with

electromagnets as initially planned. This is because the processes

the mechanical underpinning, which led to a substantial reduction in

of magnetizing and demagnetizing these systems would each take

the weight of the yoke. Additional safety throughout the entire dynamic

about 25 to 30 seconds since backup batteries would have to be

transport process is provided by a safety factor, whose value can be

used for safety reasons. As a consequence, the times cannot be

continuously compared with the slab’s actual weight by using a load

reduced by means of overvoltage, since the voltage of the backup

cell. The safety factor therefore shows where things might become

battery cannot be significantly exceeded because it has to serve as

critical in the overall process. The factor’s value can be continuously

a safeguard in case of a power outage. A substantial increase in

recorded and archived.

voltage could have reduced the time constant. However, according to
the employer’s liability insurance association (Berufsgenossenschaft)

Environmental compatibility

for lifting equipment, backup batteries cannot be dispensed with.

The system’s environmental compatibility is ensured because it does

A solution to this problem is offered by electro-permanent magnet
systems (EPMS), which take much less time to magnetize and de-

not need backup batteries that would require additional maintenance
and eventually would have to be disposed of and replaced, which

magnetize (5-10 seconds). Moreover, such a solution does not require

would also create costs. Another important factor that contributes

backup batteries, since the lifting is carried out solely by permanent

to environmental protection is the elimination of dunnage.

magnets. Electric power is only required to switch over the magnets
within the magnet system. These bistable magnet systems can remain

Energy savings

in a magnetic state or a magnetically neutral state for any length of

The amount of energy saved by the new system can also be quanti-

time without current flow.

fied. Whereas electromagnets require electrical energy during the
entire transport time (it is typically assumed to be 60 to 70% of the

Safety requirements

duty cycle), the electro-permanent magnet system only needs elec-

The employer’s liability insurance association’s safety requirements

tricity for a short amount of time. The electrical power of a yoke with

in accordance with SIL 3 (EN ISO 62061) would have required electro-

two electromagnets can be assumed to be 15 kW. During a single

magnets to be equipped with mechanical underpinning. Such under-

shift, this corresponds to a total of approx. 80 kWh. If two shifts work

pinning is not required for bistable magnet systems if the magnetic

for 200 days in the year, 32 MWh of energy is consumed by each yoke.

holding force is more than three times greater than the force exerted

Assuming a price of €0.10/kWh, the total cost of energy will be about

by the weight, i.e. there is a safety factor of three (EN 13155). To verify

€3,200 per year. By contrast, the EPMS consumes only about one-

the holding force, a magnetic flux measurement has to be made each

tenth this amount of energy. Another factor that leads to considerable

time a load is picked up. The slab may only be lifted if the holding

energy savings is the use of smaller drives, which help to conserve

force is more than three times the slab’s weight. It should be noted

energy and other resources over the long-term.

in this regard that electromagnets are only required to achieve a safety
factor of two.
The flux measurement takes into account any air gaps caused by
bending and scale, as well as any changes in the slab’s magnetic

Ease of maintenance
The elimination of the backup batteries also makes maintenance easier,
because the batteries’ functional performance would otherwise have
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to be continuously checked. In addition, the annual inspection of

Use at Walsum-Süd harbor

the lifting system as stipulated by the employer’s liability insurance

Primarily as a result of the yoke’s reduced weight, the new technology

association is no longer required, since this can now be performed

was successfully introduced on the Rhine Cranes 1 and 2 in the

by the operators themselves. By measuring the flux on a “reference

Walsum-Süd harbor. Even when using cable breakage and short

slab”, it is possible to accurately check the functional performance of

circuit tests, it was possible to show that the system remained safe

the yoke and therefore of the magnet systems. The system’s longevity

even when faced with such events.

is also improved, since the short switching times barely increase the
magnet system’s temperature. This prevents the generation of mechanical strain through differences in temperature, thereby substantially
increasing the life of the coils.

Fig. 1 | Loading a slab onto a ship
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Fig. 2 | Schematic representation of a bistable electro-permanent magnet: The shaded areas represent soft iron, while
the areas with arrows are the magnets and the crossed boxes represent the coils for the change in magnetization.
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Fig. 3 | The graph shows the holding force of the EPMS plotted against the size of the air gap. The curve shows the values
of real-life measurements conducted on the system at Walsum-Süd harbor. System dimensions: 1,350 x 940 mm, distance
between the poles: max. 710 mm
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Structure of an electro-permanent magnet

EPMS are activated and deactivated while at rest. The mechanical

Electro-permanent magnets as such are not a new form of technology.

locking mechanism and the controls ensure that no current flow is

However, the new system is the first in Germany to be used for loading

possible while material is being transported. As a result, the operator

and unloading slabs onto and from ships I see title picture of the report

can only trigger a current pulse when forces are active within the

and Fig. 1 I. By involving the employer’s liability insurance association

system. The operator can immediately read the value of the safety

early on, the developers created a sound, safety-oriented overall

factor during magnetization. The control prevents the load from being

concept that received the association’s approval from the very start.

lifted if the prescribed safety factor value is not reached. This might

Electro-permanent magnets have a long history, and Thyssen
Magnettechnik began using the magnets in automotive industry

be the case, for example, if the air gap has become too large.
Demagnetization is only possible if both the load cell and the me-

stacking facilities more than 30 years ago. However, due to the

chanical switch show that the chains are no longer carrying a load.

steadily increasing stacking speeds, the switchable permanent magnet

This double check of information from separate signal lines ensures

systems used there employ a different principle. The application was

that the high safety requirements are met.

still retained for load lifting purposes, as the frequency of switching
is comparatively low in such situations and the system’s technology

Summary of the savings potential

can fully exploit its advantages. There are various methods for con-

The yoke’s low weight as a result of the elimination of the mechan-

structing bistable magnet systems, all of which have advantages as

ical underpinning makes it possible to save costs in the design

well as disadvantages. The specific use of the system determines how

of the crane’s structural steelwork and to substantially simplify

it should be optimally structured. Key considerations in this regard

the statics of the foundations.

are the thickness of the material and the type of surface encountered.

The lighter design also allows the drives to be made smaller

As a result, the systems for slabs must be completely different from

while retaining the previous cycle time.

those for coils, for example. While the systems for slabs only need

The system’s greater efficiency saves time.

a low penetration effect but great holding force and small air gaps,

Because no dunnage is needed, the entire logistics concerned

those for coils also require a much greater holding force, but also

with procuring, disposing and recycling dunnage is eliminated.

a great penetration effect and a substantially larger air gap. All of

Energy is saved not only by using smaller drives, but also by the

these factors must be taken into account when designing the specific

magnet systems themselves.

system. An example of how a system can be designed for transporting

Personnel costs are reduced because no dunnage needs to

slabs is shown in I Fig. 2 I, while I Fig. 3 I is a graph of the associated

be handled.

holding force.
Summary
Description of operation

The use of electro-permanent magnet systems enables the efficient

In general, materials can be handled with magnets not only quickly

design of the slab transport logistics chain to guarantee the shortest

and well, but also simply and safely. The work of picking up, trans-

possible loading times. This advanced technology can be designed

porting and depositing the materials requires the services of only a

to meet safety requirements, thus offering all the safety, speed and

single person (the crane operator), who can observe and control

convenience benefits needed for the quick transshipment of slabs.

everything from a safe distance. The system does not require room

Additionally, the system can result in notable cost savings. This inno-

for lateral maneuvers, nor is there need for any separation between

vative approach can be fully exploited by using the same technology

the various loads. In addition, the loads are not deformed or squeezed

along the entire logistics chain. Since this makes it possible to com-

during transport. The EPMS combines the strength of electromagnets

pletely dispense with dunnage, environmental impact is reduced and

with the independence of permanent magnets from power supplies.

energy and, above all, time are saved.

Whereas the holding force of electromagnets decreases as temperatures rise, EPMS do not experience any increase in temperature and
therefore do not suffer from any loss in holding force.
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